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1. Arguments

Claim:

There are strong arguments for a derivational organization of syntax. A lass of ar-

guments that is partiularly relevant in this ontext involves opaque interations of

grammatial building bloks (like rules, onstraints, or shemata), i.e., ounter-feeding

and ounter-bleeding. Some of these opaque interations an be aptured in delar-

ative/representational approahes by enrihing representations (e.g., by postulating

traes/opies), others less straightforwardly so, and some not at all.

1.1 Rule Interation

(1) Two types of transparent rule interation

a. Feeding:

(i) Rule A reates the ontext in whih rule B an apply.

(ii) If A applies before B, there is feeding of B by A; A feeds B.

(iii) If A does not apply, either B annot apply; or it an apply beause

its ontext is present independently of A.

b. Bleeding:

(i) Rule A destroys the ontext in whih rule B an apply.

(ii) If A applies before B, there is bleeding of B by A; A bleeds B.

(iii) If A does not apply, either B annot apply beause its ontext is not

present independently of A, or B an apply beause its ontext is

present independently of A.

(2) Two types of opaque rule interation

a. Counter-Feeding (underappliation):

(i) Rule A reates the ontext in whih rule B an apply.

(ii) If A applies before B, there is feeding of B by A.

(iii) However, the evidene shows that B has not applied even though A

has applied.

(iv) Therefore, A must have applied after B.

b. Counter-Bleeding (overappliation):

(i) Rule A destroys the ontext in whih rule B an apply.

(ii) If A applies before B, there is bleeding of B by A.

(iii) However, the evidene shows that B has applied even though A has

also applied.

(iv) Therefore, A must have applied after B.

Opaity (Chomsky (1951; 1975), Kiparsky (1973)):

Rule interation in ounter-feeding and ounter-bleeding environments is opaque be-
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ause it annot be determined by simply looking at the respetive output representa-

tions why rule B has not applied even though its ontext of appliation would seem

to be present (ounter-feeding), and why rule B has applied even though its ontext of

appliation would not seem to be present (ounter-bleeding).

(3) Questions raised by output representations:

a. Counter-Feeding (underappliation):

Why ould rule B not apply even though its ontext seems to be present?

b. Counter-Bleeding (overappliation):

How ould rule B apply even though its ontext does not seem to be

present?

1.2 Counter-Feeding: Wanna-Contration in English

(4) Control vs. Exeptional Case Marking (ECM)

a. Who do you want to meet ?

b. Who do you wanna meet ?

. Who do you want to meet Mary ?

d. *Who do you wanna meet Mary ?

Analysis (Bresnan (1972), Arregi & Nevins (2012)):

There are two relevant operations, viz. (i) wanna-ontration and (ii) wh-movement.

Wanna-ontration preedes wh-movement.

(5) a. Wanna-ontration (optional):

Contrat want and to, yielding wanna, under strit phonologial adjaeny.

b. Wh-movement (obligatory):

Move a wh-phrase to SpeC.

Observations:

In (4-ab), want and to are adjaent to begin with; wanna-ontration an apply

without problems. In (4-d), the ECM-subjet who initially shows up between

want and to. Wh-movement of who would result in feeding of wanna-ontration,

but it doesn't beause (by assumption) this operation applies too late: ounter-feeding.

Note:

This presupposes that one of the following statements holds:

• There is no strutural subjet in ontrol in�nitives.

• There is an empty subjet in ontrol in�nitives (PRO, Chomsky (1981)), whih

does not blok phonologial adjaeny.

• If there is an overt subjet in ontrol in�nitives, and this is deleted by Equi NP

deletion (or some other rule), then this latter rule must apply early, so that it

an feed wanna-ontration.
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• If the movement theory of ontrol (MTC) is adopted (Hornstein (2001), Boekx,

Hornstein & Nunes (2010)), ontrol movement to the matrix θ-position must take

plae early, so that it an feed wanna-ontration.

1.3 Counter-Bleeding: Verb-Seond in Germani

Observation (Chomsky (1986; 1991)):

Given standard assumptions about head movement as adjuntion of X

0

to X

0

, verb-

seond lauses in languages like German or Danish are opaque.

If verb-seond movement is analyzed as movement ov V to T, followed by movement

of the omplex T+V head to C, the �nal output representation looks as though it

should be ungrammatial: V is separated from its trae (tV) by an intervening head

(viz., the trae tT of T). This should violate the Head Movement Constraint (Travis

(1984)) or whatever derives this onstraint (the Empty Category Priniple (ECP) in

Baker (1988), Relativized Minimality in Rizzi (1990), et.). Problems get even worse

if the prediate phrase is split up into vP and VP, and V must �rst move to v, whih

then moves to T. Thus, the Head Movement Constraint (HMC) should bleed V to C

movement. However, as Chomksy notes, if the HMC (or minimality) is not heked in

the �nal output representation, but is a onstraint on the movement operation as suh,

then the existene of (two-step) verb-seond movement is derived as a prototypial

instane of ounter-bleeding.

(6) Verb-seond under standard assumptions

CP

XP C

′

C3 TP

T4 C3

v5 T4 ... vP

V6 v5

... VP

...

1.4 Counter-Bleeding: Remnant Movement in German

Observation (f. Müller (1998)):

Remnant movement onstrutions are opaque in the same way.

(7) Traes within moved ategories: Anti-Freezing with remnant movement vs.

Freezing e�ets:

a. [

VP2 t1 Gelesen

read

℄ hat

has

das

the

Buh1

book

keiner

no-one

t2

3

b. *Was1

what

denkst

think

du

you

[

VP2 t1 gelesen ℄

read

hat

has

keiner

no-one

t2 ?

. *Was1

what

hat

has

[

VP2 t1 gelesen ℄

read

keiner

no-one

t2 ?

(8) a. Condition on Extration Domain (CED; Huang (1982), Chomsky (1986),

Browning (1987), Cinque (1990)):

(i) Movement must not ross a barrier.

(ii) An XP is a barrier i� it is not a omplement.

b. X-Criterion:

An [X℄-marked XP must show up in SpeY, where Y requires [X℄ (= Y[•X•]).

(From (8-b) it follows that a [topi℄-marked XP must show up in SpeC[top], a

wh-phrase must show up in SpeC[wh], a [Σ℄-marked XP must show up in Spev[Σ ℄

(srambling), et.)

Observations:

• In (7-a), VP topialization should bleed srambling via the CED, but it doesn't

beause it applies too late � srambling applies earlier, when VP is still in situ

and the CED an be respeted by extration: ounter-bleeding.

• In (7-b), VP movement (topialization or srambling) bloks srambling via the

CED beause it applies earlier � srambling applies later, when VP has already

undergone movement, whih violates the CED: bleeding.

Question:

What determines the order of operations presupposed here?

Answer:

The order here is determined by the most basi priniple of a derivational grammar,

the Strit Cyle Condition.

(9) Strit Cyle Condition (Chomsky (1973), Perlmutter & Soames (1979)):

Within the urrent ylin node α, a syntati operation may not target a

position that is inluded within another yli node β that is dominated by α.

(Assumption: Cyli nodes are XPs.)

1.5 Counter-Bleeding: Reonstrution for Priniple A

Observation:

Re�exive pronouns an undergo movement, or they an our in phrases that undergo

movement. After the movement operation, they should not be able to satisfy Priniple

A of the binding theory.
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(10) Reonstrution

a. dass

that

[

DP[Σ]

sih ℄1

refl

der

the

Fritz1

Fritz

gestern

yesterday

im

in the

Spiegel

mirror

gesehen

seen

hat

has

b. [

DP[top]

Himself ℄1 John1 does not really like

. [

DP[top]

Sih

refl

selbst ℄1

self

gibt

gives

Maria1

Maria

immer

always

als

as

letzte

the last one

den

the

Ka�ee

o�ee

d. [

DP[top]

Büher

books

über

about

sih ℄1

refl

hat

has

er1

he

keine

none

gelesen

read

e. [

DP[wh]
Welhe

whih

Bilder

books

von

about

sih ℄1

self

hat

has

die

the

Diva

diva

gehasst ?

hated

f. [

DP[wh]

Whih book about himself1/2 ℄ does John1 think that Bill2 likes ?

(11) a. Priniple A:

An anaphor is bound within its minimal lause.

b. X-Criterion:

An [X℄-marked XP must show up in SpeY, where Y requires [X℄ (=

Y[•X•]).

Analysis:

Movement would bleed satisfation of Priniple A, but it does not if Priniple A an ap-

ply earlier (e.g., beause it may be an `anywhere priniple'; see Belletti & Rizzi (1988)).

1.6 Counter-Feeding and Counter-Bleeding: (Anti-) Reonstrution for Priniple C

(12) Reonstrution and Anti-Reonstrution:

a. Whih laim [

CP

that John1 made ℄ was he1 willing to disuss ?

b. *Whih laim [

CP

that John1 was asleep ℄ was he1 willing to disuss ?

Standard analysis (Lebeaux (1988), Freidin (1994), Chomsky (1995), Epstein et al.

(1998), Fox (2000)):

• CP in (12-a) is an adjunt, CP in (12-b) is an argument.

• Adjunts an be merged late, after wh-movement.

• This is ounter-yli. However, the violation of the Strit Cyle Condition an

be tolerated in these ases.

(13) a. Prinipe C:

An R-expression must not be -ommanded by a o-indexed item.

b. X-Criterion:

An [X℄-marked XP must show up in SpeY, where Y requires [X℄ (=

Y[•X•]).

(Here: A wh-phrase is moved to SpeC.)
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. Adjunt insertion:

Adjunts an be inserted ounter-ylially, after regular struture-

building has �nished.

Reonstrution: Counter-bleeding:

From this perspetive, (12-b) instantiates a ase of ounter-bleeding: Wh-movement,

as suh, ould help to avoid a violation of Priniple C (as an instane of bleeding), but

annot ahieve this beause Priniple C is heked before wh-movement (sine the CP

here is not an adjunt, it must be merged early); this gives rise to a reonstrution

e�et. (This presupposes that Priniple C, unlike Priniple A, is not an anywhere

priniple.)

Question from a representational perspetive:

Why does a violation of Priniple C show up here, even though there is no o-indexed

-ommanding item in the struture?

Anti-reonstrution: Counter-feeding:

In ontrast, (12-a) instantiates ounter-feeding, i.e., underappliation of Priniple C:

Adjunt insertion would feed a violation of Priniple C, but it doesn't beause it

takes plae (or at least an take plae) too late, at a stage of the derivation where

the wh-phrase has already undergone movement. When it enters the struture, the

adjunt is not -ommanded by he.

Question from a representational perspetive:

Why is there no violation of Priniple C, given that there is a ounter-bleeding Priniple

C e�et in other ontexts?

1.7 Counter-Bleeding: Extration and Case-Maraudage

Generalization:

In many ergative systems, an ergative DP annot undergo A-bar movement (wh-

movement, topializtion, relativization, fous movement), in ontrast to an absolutive

DP. No omparable restrition holds in ausative systems, where ausative and

nominative DPs are both mobile in priniple.

Sketh of the analysis in Assmann, Georgi, Hek, Müller & Weisser (2012)

(i) For loality reasons (phases), ergative and ausative DPs must undergo an inter-

mediate movement step to SpeT in the ourse of A-bar movement.

(ii) T assigns absolutive/nominative to an internal argument DP in ergative systems,

and to an external argument DP in ausative systems.

(iii) Movement to SpeT bleeds assignment of absolutive/nominative to the remaining

DP: ase feature maraudage.

(iv) Ergative DPs move early (before ase assignment by T), whih leads to a rash.

Ausative DPs move late (after ase assignment by T), whih makes it possible to
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ontinue the derivation.

(v) Intermediate ausative DP movement is thus an instane of ounter-bleeding:

The resulting TP strutures are idential in the relevant respets, with an erga-

tive/ausative DP in SpeT that should uniformly blok ase assignment by T to

an item that still needs ase.

1.8 Consequenes

Observation:

In a derivational approah, opaity e�ets follow in an a very simple, natural way.

Question:

How an opaity e�ets be derived in a delarative/representational approah where

rule order plays no (or at least not a big) role?

Standard strategy:

Representations are enrihed with abstrat material that enodes (what would

otherwise qualify as) earlier derivational steps.

Enrihing representations so as to apture syntati opaity:

• traes, inluding intermediate traes (Chomsky (1977; 1981; 1986), Fiengo (1977),

Lasnik & Saito (1984) Gazdar (1981), Gazdar et al. (1985), Pollard & Sag (1994),

Levine & Sag (2003), Grimshaw (1997), Legendre et al. (1998)

• opies (Chomsky (1995))

• empty pronominal elements (pro, Chomsky (1982), Rizzi (1986); PRO (Chomsky

(1981))

1.8.1 Simple Cases

(14) Counter-bleeding with re�exivization and imperative subjet `deletion':

[CP Pro wash yourself ℄!

(15) Counter-feeding in wanna-ontration onstrutions: ontrol vs. exeptional

ase marking

a. Who1 do you want PRO to meet t1 ?

b. Who1 do you wan-PRO-na meet t1 ?

. Who1 do you want t1 to meet Mary ?

d. *Who1 do you wan-t1-na meet Mary ?

Stipulation (Chomsky (1981)):

Traes blok adjaeny of want and to, PRO for some reason does not.

1.8.2 More Complex Cases

Note:

In other ases, deriving opaity e�ets in syntax by enrihing representations is not as
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straightforward beause it does not su�e to postulate abstrat elements; there also

have to be speial onstraints or mehanisms that refer to them, and these onstraints

do not qualify as good from a minimalist point of view.

(16) A oneptual problem:

The e�ets of onstraint interation are integrated into the de�nition of a

single onstraint, whih makes this onstraint extremely implausible.

1.8.2.1 First Case: Reonstrution

(17) Priniple A (revised):

At S-struture, an anaphor is hain-bound in its binding domain.

(18) Chain-Binding (Barss (1984)):

α hain-binds β i� (a), (b), and () hold:

a. α and β are o-indexed.

b. α oupies an A-position.

. (i) α -ommands β, or

(ii) α -ommands a trae of γ, where γ = β or γ dominates β.

Note:

The onept of hain aessibility sequenes Barss (1986)) whih extends the hain

binding proposal is even more omplex.

1.8.2.2 Seond Case: Remnant Movement

Problem:

In output representations, a trae may or may not be inluded in a moved item (with

its anteedent outside), depending on whether the trae is bound or unbound. This

will have to be re�eted in the representational onstraint.

(19) Freezing and Anti-Freezing:

At S-struture, a bound trae t may not be inluded in a moved XP if the

anteedent of t is exluded by XP; an unbound trae may be inluded in a

moved XP even though the anteedent of t is exluded by XP.

1.8.2.3 Third Case: Head Movement

Claim:

Solving the loality problem with iterated head movement in a purely representational

approah requires either additional abstrat objets and mehanisms (like index

perolation; Baker (1988), Brody (1995; 2002)), or a radially di�erent approah to

head movement (see Roberts (2010)).

1.8.2.4 Conlusions

• First, empty ategories are dubious from a minimalist perspetive (Chomsky
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(2005b)) if they are oneived of as items that spei� onstraints refer to (see

Chomsky's (1981) Empty Category Priniple (ECP), or the liensing onditions

for pro in Rizzi (1986) (vs. Holmberg (2005))): On this view, onstraints should

either qualify as priniples of e�ient omputation, or as interfae onditions.

• Seond, onstraints that expliitly model e�ets of the interation with other

onstraints are even more dubious.

• Third, it turns out that there are instanes of opaity in syntax whih annot be

addressed by simply enrihing output representations, and having more omplex

onstraints refer to that:

� ounter-feeding e�ets involving anti-reonstrution, derived by late adjunt

insertion;

� ounter-bleeding e�ets involving (i) CP-pied piping, (ii) relative operator

movement and (iii) CP reonstrution, as analyzed in Lehner (2010) (a

Duke-of-York derivation; Pullum (1976), MCarthy (2003));

� ounter-bleeding e�ets involving Merge and Agree on the vP and TP level

(Müller (2009), Assmann et al. (2012))

Another way out (in representational approahes):

The orretness of the underlying generalizations an be alled into question. See, e.g.,

Wilder & �avar (1994), Borsley et al. (1996) on head movement; De Kuthy & Meurers

(2001), Fanselow (2002), Hale & Legendre (2004) on remnant movement; and Fisher

(2002), Chomsky (2004) on anti-reonstrution.

2. Challenges

2.1 Introdution

Two hallenges:

• Ordering hallenge:

Assuming a derivational syntax, to what extent is the order of operations

parohial (Pullum (1979)), language-spei�, to what extent does it emerge as

invariant, and how does this follow from more basi priniples?

• Loality hallenge:

Whih onsequenes arise if a derivational syntax is aompanied by strit loal-

ity, suh that the aessible window is extremely small throughout the deriva-

tion, as in Chomsky's (2001) phase model? Isn't ruial information that on-

straints/rules would need to work properly lost this way?

(I think there is both oneptual and empirial evidene for extremely small loal

domains, and a loal modelling of non-loal dependenies, as envisaged in Gazdar

et al. (1985), but I will not go into that here.)
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Goal:

In what follows, I investigate α-over-β on�gurations (inl. remnant movement) as a

ase study that sheds light on both questions.

Bakground assumption (based on minimalist tenets):

The properties of remnant movement onstrutions like (20) in German, whih in-

stantiate a ombination of (i) srambling from VP and (ii) VP topialization, an be

aounted for by postulating restritions on unbound traes (Thiersh (1985), Besten &

Webelhuth (1987); den Besten &Webelhuth (1990), Grewendorf & Sabel (1994), Müller

(1996), Saito (2003), Collins & Sabel (2007)). Displaement in syntati derivations

may or may not leave a trae/opy, but from a urrent, third-fator-based minimalist

perspetive (Chomsky (2005a; 2007; 2008; 2013), it does not seem possible to postu-

late onstraints referring to traes (like the ECP, Chomsky (1981)), let alone unbound

traes.

(20) Remnant Movement in German:

a. [

VP2 t1 Gelesen

read

℄ hat

has

das

the

Buh1

book

keiner

no-one

t2

b. [

VP

t1 Zu
to

lesen

read

℄2 glaubte

believed

sie

she

[

CP

t

′

2 habe

hassubj

keiner

no-one

[

NP

das

the

Buh ℄1

book

t2

versuht ℄

tried

Claims:

• There is a straightforward, reasonably simple analysis of three onspiuous

properties of remnant movement onstrutions (Freezing, Anti-Freezing, Müller-

Takano Generalization) that does not resort to onepts like �remnant ategory�

or �unbound trae�. However, these aounts are inompatible with a loal deriva-

tional (phase-based) approah to grammar, in whih only a small window of the

derivation is aessible by syntati operations at any given point.

• The three properties of remnant movement follow if (a) a loal derivational ap-

proah is adopted in whih relevant piees of information arising with intermedi-

ate steps of suessive-yli movement are read into a bu�er on the moved item

(viz., the value of its movement-related feature), and (b) independently motivated

assumptions about the order of riterial movement operations and intermediate

movement operations are adopted.

2.2 Three Properties of α-over-β Con�gurations

(21) Freezing with traes in moved items:

a. *Was1
what

denkst

think

du

you

[

VP2 t1 gelesen ℄

read

hat

has

keiner

no-one

t2 ?

b. *Was1

what

hat

has

[

VP2 t1 gelesen ℄

read

keiner

no-one

t2 ?
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(22) Anti-Freezing with traes in moved items:

a. [

VP2 t1 Gelesen

read

℄ hat

has

das

the

Buh1

book

keiner

no-one

t2

b. [

VP

t1 Zu
to

lesen

read

℄2 glaubte

believed

sie

she

[

CP

t

′

2 habe

hassubj

keiner

no-one

[

NP

das

the

Buh ℄1

book

t2

versuht ℄

tried

. ??[

VP

t1 Zu
to

lesen

read

℄2 weiÿ

know

ih

I

niht

not

[

CP

was1

what

sie

she

t2 versuht

tried

hat ℄

has

(23) Müller-Takano Generalization (f., e.g., Pesetsky (2012); based on Müller

(1993), Takano (1994)):

a. *dass

that

[

VP

t1 zu
to

lesen

read

℄2 keiner

no-one

[ das

the

Buh

bookacc

℄1 t2 versuht

tried

hat

has

b. *dass

that

[

VP

t1 zu
to

lesen

read

℄2 [ das

the

Buh

bookacc

℄1 keiner

no-one

t2 versuht

tried

hat

has

. *[

CP

Mary-ga

Marynom

t1 yonda-to

read-COMP

℄2 [NP sono

that

hon-o

bookacc

℄1 John-ga

Johnnom

t2 itta

said

(koto)

fat

Generalizations:

1. Freezing:

A trae in a moved item leads to illformedness when its anteedent is outside of

the moved item and -ommands the trae.

Transparent interation: bleeding:

By looking at the output representation, it is lear why the representation has

the properties that it exhibits (in partiular: why it is ungrammatial: XP2

movement bleeds XP1 movement).

2. Anti-Freezing:

A trae in a moved item does not have to lead to illformedness when its anteedent

is outside of the moved item and does not -ommand the trae.

Opaque interation: ounter-bleeding:

By looking at the output representation, it is not lear why the representation

has the properties that it exhibits (in partiular: why it an be grammatial,

given that well-established rules of grammar seem to be violated: XP2 movement

ounter-bleeds XP1 movement).

3. Müller-Takano Generalization:

Remnant XPs annot undergo Y-movement if the anteedent of the unbound

trae has also undergone Y-movement.

(Movement-related features: [wh℄ for wh-movement, [top℄ for topialization, [Σ℄

for srambling, et.)
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Observation:

If there are no intermediate traes (exept for those in SpeC), all three generalizations

an straightforwardly be derived from standard assumptions about movement (see

already above for Freezing and Anti-Freezing).

• Freezing:

Movement of XP2 must preede movement of XP1 (whih targets a higher posi-

tion), given the SCC (see (9)). This violates the CED (see (8-a)).

• Anti-freezing:

Movement of XP2 must follow movement of XP1 (whih targets a lower posiiton),

given the SCC. This respets the CED.

• Müller-Takano Generalization:

If movement of XP2 and XP1 is triggered by the same feature, XP2 is invariably

loser to the attrating head, and must therefore move �rst. Early movement of

the lower XP1 would give rise to a violation of the Minimal Link Condition (an

instane of a relativized A-over-A priniple as it has been proposed in Chomsky

(1973), Bresnan (1976), Fitzpatrik (2002)). Therefore, a CED e�et is unavoid-

able. See Kitahara (1994; 1997), Fox (1995), Koizumi (1995), Müller (1998) for

analyses of the generalization along these lines.

Problem:

• Given the PIC (Chomsky (2001): movement from a phase only via its spei�er),

and given that vP and CP are phases, at least some of the relevant movement

types will have their landing sites beyond the minimal phase where they originate.

If more, or all (as I will assume throughout), XPs qualify as phases, more, or

virtually all, movement types will have their ultimate landing sites in a higher

phase.

• In the legitimate ases (Anti-Freezing), extration of XP1 from XP2 will have

to take plae immediately to an intermediate phase edge position, before XP2

undergoes an intermediate movement step itself.

• In the illegitimate ases (Freezing and Müller-Takano Generalization), it looks

as though extration of XP1 from XP2 will have to follow the �rst intermediate

movement step of XP2.

• Thus, the problem is that it seems that the deision must be made at a point

when the relevant information does not yet seem to be present. At a later point,

the relevant distintion is lost � or is it?

Note:

In (24)�(26), YP is the �rst phase above the base position of XP2; XP1 and XP2 must

both move to SpeY beause of the PIC (with a non-reursive de�nition of edge, though

see Rihards (2010)).
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(24) Anti-freezing, �rst intermediate steps:

a. [

Y

′

Y [

XP2
a

XP1
b

[

X2
′

X2 ... ℄℄ ℄℄

b. [

Y

′

XP1
b

[

Y

′

Y [

XP2
a

t1 [
X2

′

X2 ... ℄℄ ℄℄

. [

YP

[

XP2
a

t1 [
X2

′

X2 ... ℄℄ [
Y

′

XP1
b

[

Y

′

Y t2 ℄℄℄

(25) Freezing, �rst intermediate steps:

a. [

Y

′

Y [

XP2
b XP1

a

[

X2
′

X2 ... ℄℄ ℄℄

b. [

Y

′

[

XP2
b XP1

a

[

X2
′

X2 ... ℄℄ [
Y

′

Y t2 ℄℄

. *[

YP

XP1
a

[

Y

′

[

XP2
b t1 [

X2
′

X2 ... ℄℄ [
Y

′

Y t2 ℄℄

(26) Müller-Takano Generalization, �rst intermediate steps:

a. [

Y

′

Y [

XP2
a

XP1
a

[

X2
′

X2 ... ℄℄ ℄℄

b. [

Y

′

[

XP2
a

XP1
a

[

X2
′

X2 ... ℄℄ [
Y

′

Y t2 ℄℄

. *[

YP

XP1
a

[

Y

′

[

XP2
a

t1 [
X2

′

X2 ... ℄℄ [
Y

′

Y t2 ℄℄

Suggestion:

To have the relevant information needed to ultimately deide whether movement in

α-over-β on�gurations is legitimate or not, ruial aspets of (reent) movement steps

must be made available on a bu�er, in the form of a list that ats as the movement-

related feature's value.

2.3 A Loal Derivational Approah to α-over-β Con�gurations

2.3.1 Defetive Valuation of Movement-Related Features

Main hypothesis:

• Remnant movement is not ompletely unproblemati from a theory-internal point

of view (pae Stabler (1996)): If some item β moves out of a ategory α that

itself needs to undergo movement, α is ontaminated: β provides a defetive

value for α's movement-related feature whih invariably brings about a rash of

the derivation.

• This does not keep β from undergoing movement itself; a temporary ontamina-

tion of a movement-related feature is unproblemati as long as a riterial position

has not yet been reahed.

• A moved item β an in priniple deontaminate a ategory α again by removing

the defetive symbol; but this only happens when β reahes a riterial position,

under -ommand (if α is still aessible in the derivation).

• The timing of movement steps of α and β will therefore be ruial. Criterial

remnant movement of α is legitimate if β has been able to remove the fatal

value from α's feature list before the riterial movement step; otherwise riterial

remnant movement of α is illegitimate.

Question:

What is this feature value that turns an XP α from whih extration of β has taken
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plae into an illegitimate item?

Answer:

This is β's index. (It needs to be something that uniquely identi�es β.)

(27) Valuation of Movement-Related Features by Extration:

a. Contamination:

Movement of β from a position within α to a position outside of α values

a movement-related feature γ on α with β's index.

b. Deontamination:

Movement of β to a riterial position deletes β's index on all items (6= β)

in the -ommand domain.

(28) Index Filter:

A movement-related feature (like wh, top, fo, Σ) must not have an index as

(part of) its value in a riterial position.

Note:

This is a simpli�ation. Ultimately, the Index Filter an be derived as a theorem from

a loal derivational approah to improper movement: The value in suh on�gurations

will be derived as defetive beause it leads to an illiit f-seq list, where an f-seq queue

(�fo list) is suessively generated by movement steps, reording all ategory labels

passed by the moved item; this way, proper and improper movement an be loally

determined. See Müller (2013a), where a loal version of the Williams Cyle approah

to improper movement (Williams (1974; 2003)) is developed.

Question:

How an it be ensured that the remnant ategory XP2 (α) has the inriminating

value of its movement-related feature deleted before reahing a riterial position in the

legitimate ase (Anti-Freezing), whereas it remains in the value of its movement-related

feature when it reahes a riterial position (ausing a rash) in the illegitimate ases

(Freezing, Müller-Takano Generalization)?

Answer:

Independently motivated onstraints on the timing of syntati operations orretly

predit feeding in the good ases, and ounter-feeding in the bad ones.

2.4 On the Order of Movement Operations

Question:

To what extent is the order of elementary operations (Merge, Move, Agree) on a given

yle �xed, and to what extent is it free?

Observation:

The question of rule order is highly relevant in minimalist syntax (in derivational

14



systems more generally): Resolving the order in one way or the other makes radially

di�erent empirial preditions.

(29) Merge before Move and expletive onstrutions in English:

a. There1 seems [

TP

t1 to be [

PP

someone2 in the room ℄℄

b. *There1 seems [

TP

someone2 to be [

PP

t2 in the room ℄℄

Proposals for syntax:

• extrinsi ordering:

Chomsky (1965), Perlmutter & Soames (1979)

• obligatoriness vs. optionality:

Pullum (1979)

• spei�ity:

Sanders (1974), Pullum (1979), van Koppen (2005), Lahne (2012), Georgi (2013)

• anti-spei�ity: Chomsky (2000; 2001; 2005b; 2008) (Merge before Move)

• strit yliity: MCawley (1984; 1998)

• strata/levels: Chomsky (1981) (D-struture, S-struture, LF/PF), Riemsdijk &

Williams (1981) (NP-struture)

• rule voabulary: Arregi & Nevins (2012, h. 6)

• minimal searh: Chomsky (2013)

• a generalized No Tampering Condition (non-ategorial, Müller (2013b))

(30) Assumptions about the order of riterial and intermediate movement:

a. Mixed movement: If α undergoes riterial movement and β undergoes

intermediate movement, then α moves �rst, and β moves after that, to a

higher spei�er.

b. Idential movement: If α, β both undergo the same kind of movement

(riterial or intermediate), and α -ommands β, then α moves �rst, and

β moves after that, to a lower spei�er.

. Otherwise, the order is not �xed; the seond item that moves ends up in

a higher spei�er.

Note:

These are standard assumptions. See Georgi (2013) for empirial arguments for (30-a),

Rihards (2001), Branigan (2013) for empirial arguments for (30-b); and Müller

(2013b) for an attempt to derive these restritions from more elementary onepts

(like No Tampering).
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2.5 Feeding vs. Counter-Feeding: Generalizations Derived

2.5.1 Initial Steps

Assumptions (same as before):

(i) All XPs are phases (PIC fores movement through every intervening XP edge

domain).

(ii) CED, SCC hold.

Note:

(i) In all relevant ases, the deisive stage of the derivation starts when the remnant

XP2 has merged with a head Y, as a omplement, where XP1 has earlier undergone

movement to XP2's spei�er.

(ii) In the �rst step, XP1 moves out of XP2 (if XP2 moves �rst, the CED will be violated)

to SpeY. Suh movement is unproblemati beause (30) does not require a �xed order

here. However, this movement ontaminates XP2 by valueing X2's movement-related

feature (γ) with XP1's index.

(iii) In the next step, XP2 moves to an outer SpeY (beause of PIC and (30)).

(31) Initial steps in α-over-β on�gurations

a. b.

YP

Y

′

Y

′

Y XP2

XP1 X

′

2

X2 ...

YP

Y

′

XP1 Y

′

Y XP2:[γ:1℄

1 X

′

2

X2 ...

.

YP

XP2:[γ:1℄ Y

′

XP1 Y

′

2 Y

2.5.2 Intermediate Steps

Note:

Given (30), the two intermediate movement steps (required by the PIC) must be order-

preserving, with the �rst, higher item (the remnant XP2) moving �rst, and the seond,

lower item (XP1) moving afterwards to a lower spei�er, by tuking in.
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(32) Intermediate steps in α-over-β on�gurations

ZP

XP2[γ:1℄ Z

′

XP1 Z

′

1 Z YP

2 Y

′

Y

′

Y

2.5.3 Anti-Freezing

Observation:

Anti-Freezing on�gurations involve feeding: Criterial movement of XP1 removes its

index from XP2 before XP2 undergoes intermediate movement. (Order of operations:

Criterial Move(XP1) > Index Removal > Intermediate Move(XP2).) XP2 is free to

undergo riterial movement in aordane with the Index Filter from now on.

(33) Criterial steps in α-over-β on�gurations: XP1

WP

XP2[γ:�℄ 2 W

′

XP1 W

′

3 W ZP

1 Z

′

Z

′

Z

(34) [

VP2 t1 Gelesen

read

℄ hat

has

das

the

Buh1

book

keiner

no-one

t2

2.5.4 Freezing

Observation:

Freezing on�gurations involve ounter-feeding: Criterial movement of XP1 omes far

too late to remove the fatal index from XP2. (Order of operations: Criterial Move(XP2)

> Intermediate Move(XP1).) XP2 undergoes riterial movement and thereby violates

the Index Filter.
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(35) Criterial steps in α-over-β on�gurations: XP2

WP

XP1 W

′

XP2[γ:1℄ W

′

2 W ZP

1 Z

′

Z

′

Z

(36) *Was1

what

denkst

think

du

you

[

VP2 t1 gelesen ℄

read

hat

has

keiner

no-one

t2 ?

2.5.5 Müller-Takano Generalization

Observation:

Müller-Takano on�gurations also involve ounter-feeding: Criterial movement of XP1

omes a bit too late to remove the fatal index from XP2. (Criterial Move(XP2) >

Criterial Move(XP1) > too late for Index Removal.) XP2 undergoes riterial movement

�rst and thereby violates the Index Filter.

(37) Criterial steps in α-over-β on�gurations: XP1 & XP2

WP

XP2[γ:1℄ W

′

XP1 W

′

1 W ZP

2 Z

′

3

Z

′

Z

(38) *dass

that

[

VP

t1 zu
to

lesen

read

℄2 [ das

the

Buh

bookacc

℄1 keiner

no-one

t2 versuht

tried

hat

has
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2.6 Consequenes

Note 1:

The predition is that remnant movement should be ok, in violation of the Müller-

Takano Generalization, if the remnant XP2 has the same movement-related feature

as XP1, but heks this with some higher head in the lause: Ungrammatiality an

only our if the feature is heked in the same domain (this is exatly as in Takano's

(1994) original approah).

Consequene:

Does (38) improve with a rise/fall (I-topialiization) intonational pattern that might

indiate that a higher funtional head (with the same movement-induing feature,

e.g., [Σ℄) is targetted? (See Fanselow (2002), Hale & Legendre (2004) for relevant

observations.)

Note 2:

The role of minimality is very indiret in the present aount of the Müller-Takano

Generalization; it plays a role only in bringing about tuking in with multiple riterial

movement.

Note 3:

A bit more needs to be said about possible derivations where the initial steps in

α-over-β on�gurations are not both intermediate movement operations, but XP1,

XP2, or XP1 and XP2, undergo extremely loal riterial movement in the �rst step (if

extremely loal riterial movement is indeed an option in the �rst plae; see Bo²kovi¢

(1997), Abels (2003), and Grohmann (2003)).

The gist of the analysis:

• Movement of β from an α that needs to undergo movement itself triggers on-

tamination of the movement-related feature of α.

• Contamination of α is temporarily aeptable, but deontamination must take

plae before α moves to a riterial position; and the required index removal an

only apply when β has moved to a riterial position.

• Independently motivated assumptions about the order of elementary operations

ensure that Freezing and Müller-Takano Generalization on�gurations violate the

Index Filter (ultimately, a loal onstraint against improper movement demand-

ing adherene to f-seq; the Williams Cyle)); and that Anti-Freezing on�gura-

tions do not.
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3. Progress

Note:

The analysis has made ruial use of onepts employed in syntati theory of the

seventies:

• restritions on rule order that are derived from general priniples (Koutsoudas

(1973), Pullum (1979), MCawley (1984))

• bu�ers to temporarily store and pass on information (Cooper (1975), Gazdar

(1981))

Claims:

• Given a derivational, phase-based approah to syntax in whih the order of oper-

ations is important and information is ontinually lost throughout the derivation,

there is every reason to go bak to these onepts again.

• Applying these onepts to more prinipled syntati building bloks (operations,

onstraints) and to more prinipled syntati objets (ategories, features) as

they are urrently envisaged, based on researh of the last deades, produes a

number of interesting results, at least from a minimalist perspetive where, e.g.,

designated onstraints on spei� objets (like traes, bound or unbound) are not

available.

• This onstitutes progress.
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